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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, some new criteria for the oscillation of higher-order functional differential 
equations of the form 
Lnx(t) + F(t, x(g(t))) = O, n is even 
are established. Some of our results are obtained via comparing it with second-order ordinary linear 
and first-order delay differential equations. The oscillation of this equation when n is odd is also 
considered. Then, we shall use the obtained results to study the oscillatory behavior of the neutral 
functional differential equations of the form 
Ln (x(t) + c(t)z(v(t))) + F(t, x(g(t))) = O, n is even 
and the damped functional differential equations of the type 
Lnx(t )+H(t ,x(g(t ) ) ,dx(h(t ) ) )  =0, n is even. 
The obtained results extend, improve, and correlate a number of existing criteria. (~) 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Osc i l l a t ion ,  Functional, Neutral and damped differential equations, Comparison. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cons ider  the  funct iona l  di f ferent ia l  equat ion  
Lnx(t )  + F(t ,  x(g(t)))  = O, n is even,  (E) 
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where 
Lob( t )  = 
Lkx(t) = 1 ( ,  d )  a -~ (Lk- lx(t)) ' ,  k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n = -~ , 
ai : [to, co) --* (0, co), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1, an - 1, g : [to, co) ~ R = ( -co ,  co), and F : 
[to, co) x R --* R, to _> 0 are continuous, g(t) --* co as t --~ oo and 
/ oo a~(s) = co, = 1,2, . . . .  n - ds i 1. 
In what follows, we shall assume that there exist a continuous function q : [to, co) -~ [0, co), 
q(t) not identically zero for all large t, a differentiable function a : [to, co) --* (0, co) and a positive 
constant ~, such that 
F( t ,x )sgnx  > q(t)lxl ~, for x ~ 0 and t > to, (1) 
and 
a(t) <_ min{t,g(t)}, a'(t) > 0 and a(t) ~ co, as t ~ co. (2) 
The domain of Ln, D(Ln) is defined to be the set of all functions x : [to, co) ~ R such that 
Ljx(t), j = 0, 1 , . .  ,n exist and continuous on [to, co). A solution of (E) is called oscillatory 
if it has arbitrarily large zeros, otherwise it is called nonoscillatory. Equation (E) is said to be 
oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory. 
The problem of obtaining sufficient conditions to ensure that all solutions of certain classes 
of higher-order nonlinear functional differential equations of type (E) are oscillatory has been 
studied by a number of authors, see [1-15] and references therein. Our objective is to establish 
some new criteria for the oscillation of (E). We shall give sufficient conditions for the oscillation 
of (E) when 7 > 0. We shall also obtain two criteria for the oscillation of (E) via comparing 
it with a second-order linear ordinary differential equation and a first-order delay differential 
equation whose oscillatory character is known. Next, we shall discuss the oscillatory behavior 
of (E) when n is odd. Finally, we shall present some criteria for the oscillation of the neutral 
functional differential equation 
Ln (x(t) + c(t)x(r(t))) + F(t, x(g(t))) = O, n is even, (EN) 
where c, T : [to, co) --* R are continuous, T'(t) > 0 for t --* co and limt-~oo T(t) = oo; and the 
damped functional differential equation 
Lnx(t) TH( t ,x (g ( t ) ) ,dx(h( t ) ) )  =0,  n is even, (ED) 
where g is as in equation (E), h : [to, co) --* R and H : [to, co) x R 2 --* R are continuous and 
limt-.oo h(t) = c~, via comparing it with the oscillation of equations of type (E) of order n 
for (EN) and of order n and (n - 1) for (ED). Hence, we can apply the results obtained for (E) 
to investigate the oscillatory character of equations (EN) and (ED). In the paper, we shall also 
illustrate xamples and provide specific comparison between the results obtained here with those 
known in the literature. 
To formulate our results, we shall use the following notation. For continuous functions pi : 
[to, co) -~ R, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , we define 
I o=1,  
I~(t,s;pi , . . . ,p l)  = pi(u) I i - l (u,s;pi -1, . . . ,p l )dU, i = 1,2 , . . . .  
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It is easy to verify that for i = 1,2, . . .  ,n - 1, 
l i(t, s ;p l , . . .  ,Pi) = ( -1 ) i lds ,  t; Pi,. . .  ,Pl) 
and 
fs t I i(t,s;px . . . .  ,Pi) = p i (u) l i - l ( t ,u ;p l , . . .  ,pi-1)du. 
For any T > to and all t > T, we let 
and 
I[t, T] = 
I* [v, u] = 
A( t )  = 
w[t,T] = 
Wl[t, T] = 
wg~[t, T] = 
= 
max I i ( t ,T;ai  . . . .  al), 
l< i<n- -1  
In - l (V ,U;an-1 , . . . ,a l )  
al(s l )  a2(s2)-" an- l (Sn-1)dsn-1 . . .dSl ,  v > u > T, 
1 8n 2 
t °° q(s) ds, 
min{/ ;  I n -e - l ( t , s ;an -1 , . . . ,ae+l )ae(s ) Ie - l ( t , s ;a l , . . . , ae -1 )ds  : 
e= 1 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1} ,  
( 2 rain al(t) I , , -e_ l ( t , s ;an_ l , . . . ,a t+ l )ads)h -2( t , s ;a2 , . . . ,ae_ l )ds  : 
6=3,5  . . . .  ,n - l} ,  if n>2,  
al(t), if n = 2, 
al (s ) In -2( t ,s ;an-1, . . . ,a2) ,  for t > s > T, 
al(t) In-2(t,  T; a2 . . . .  , an- l ) ,  
w* [ t ,T ]=min{wl [2 ,T ] ;w2[ t , t ] ;w3[ t ,T ]} ,  t>_2T. 
We shall also need the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. I f  x • D(Ln) is of constant sign and not identically zero for all large t, then there 
exists a tx > to and an integer £, 0 < ~ < n with n + g even for x(t)Lnx(t)  nonnegative or n + 
odd for x(t)Lnx(t)  nonpositive and such that for every t >_ t~, 
>_ 0 implies x(t)Lkx(t)  > 0, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  
and 
g < n - 1 implies (--1)t+kx(t)Lkx(t) > 0, k = ~, £ + 1 , . . . ,  n. 
The above lemma generalizes a well-known result of Kiguradze and can be proved similarly. 
LEMMA 2. (See [4,6].) I f  the function x is as in Lemma 1 and limt--.~ x(t) ~ 0, also 
Ln- lx ( t )Lnx( t )  <_ 0 for every t >_ tx, then for all large T > t~ with t >_ 2T, we have 
x(t) > w[t, T lLn- lx ( t )  
and 
LEMMA 3. 
(large), i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n, then 
x(u) > ( -1)n- l I*[v,  u]L,~-lx(v), 
x' ( t )  > w*[t,T]Ln-lx(t) .  
(See [15].) I f  the function x is as in Lemma 1 and satis/]es (-1) iL~x(t) > 0 for t >__ T 
for v > u > T. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Our first oscillation result for the equation (E) when 3, > 0 is embodied inthe following. 
THEOREM 1. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold and that A(t) >_ 0 for t >_ to. If for every T > to 
and a(t) > 2T and every constants ci > O, i = 1, 2, 
i~w*[a(s ) ,T ]~ {A(s )+7c l  ~s~A2(T)W * [a (T ) ,T ]~ dT} ds = c~, (3) 
when 7 > 1, 
l imsupw A(t) + A2(s)w*[a(s),T] ds > 1, 
t-- '~ ' (4)  
when 31 = 1, 
{ i 7 Al+l/~(s)w*[a(s),T] ds > c2, limsupwt__.~ ,T A1/~(t) 1 + c2A(t-----) (5) 
when A(t) > O and O < 7 < l, 
then (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t _> to _> O. By Lemma 1, 
there exists a t l  > to such that 
Ln-xx(t) > 0 and x'(t) > 0, for t > tl. (6) 
Using condition (1) in (E), we get 
Lnx(t) + q(t)x~(g(t)) <O, for t > tl. 
There exist a t2 > tl and ki > 0, i = 1, 2 so that a(t) > 2tl for t > t2, 
x (~)  _>kl and in-iX(t)<_k2, fort  _>t2, (7) 
Lnx(t)+q(t)x~(a--(: ) ) <_0, for t >_ t2. (8) 
Integrating (8) from t to u > t > t2, we obtain 
x-'~ (~-~)  Ln-lx(u) - x-" ( a(-~) ) Ln-lX(t) + ~ ~Uq(s) ds 
"4- ~[ X-~--I Z! T n--,X(S) ds <_ O. 
Letting u -+ c~, we find 
Ln-lx(t) > A(t)x" (~) J-'~x'Y (~(-~)) JOOX--"l--1 (~)X! (~) ~Tt(S) _ TL . _ ,x (s )  ds. (9) 
Now we have three possible cases to consider. 
CASE I. Let ~ > 1. Then by Lemma 2, there exists a t3 _> t2 such that for t > t3, 
x ' (~)  >_w*[~(t),tl]L~_lx(t) (10) 
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and 
x >_w[--~-,tlJLn-lx(t). 
Using (7) and (10) in (9), we obtain 
X ! (~-~)_>. W*[O'(t),tl]X 3' (~--~){A(t)q-~/k17-lft A2(s)w*[o'(8),tl] ~r (8)~ Us}, 
or 
, la'(t) { Jtf°° a~(s~2 } x'(a(t)/2)a'(t)/2 >w*[a(t),vll--~ A(t) +'yk~ -1 A2(s)w*[a(s),tl] ~ '-J _ ] ds x~(a(t)/2) 
Integrating the above inequality from t3 to t > t3, we get 
ft3t 6rp ( s] oo W'[O'(S),I~I]S-~ L {g(8)-4- ~'k~-l~s A2(T)W'[6r(T),tl]~-~dT} d8 
1 (~_~)  
< - - X  1-'~ < 00, 
-3 ' - i  
which is a contradiction. 
CASE II. Let ~/= 1. From (9), it follows that 
(11) 
for t > t3 
for t > t3. 
as t ----, ~,  
/ att) "~ Ln_lX(t) >_ A(t)x~:-~), fort kt2.  (12) 
Using (10)-(12) in (9), we have 
[a(t) 1{  f t  °° "1(7'(s) } - -7  1 >_ w [-~--, tl] A(t) + A 2(8)w* [if(s), Vl] d$ . 
Taking limsup on both sides of the above inequality as t--* oo, we obtain the desired contradic- 
tion. 
CASE III. Let 0 < 3' < 1. From (7) and (9), we have 
k2>_Ln-lX(t)>A(t)x~(~), for t >_ t2 (13) 
or 
(14) 
and 
x~-l (~-~) >_k~-l)/~(A(t)) (1-~)/~, for t >_t2. (is) 
Also, from (9)-(11), we find 
Ln-xZ(t)xl-~ ( ~-~ ) > A(t)x ( ~-~ ) + ~/x ( ~-~ )
(10) 
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or 
7 oo . 
xl-v (~-~)  > w [~-~,tl] {A(t) +-~ j[ w*[a(s), - -  
- -  ~ l l  2 z-~ ~°1~*°I ' 
where k = k~ 1-~)/~. Using (14) in the above inequality, we obtain 
[o( t )  . 1 7 ' k(A(t))(7- ' ) /7 ~_ w [T ,b l j  {A(t)Jr- ;~'t w*[°'(s)'tl]~Al+l/7(s)d8} 
or 
oo 
k ~ [~--~,tl] (A(t)) 1/7 {1 Jr ~ ~"t * ~'(8) 1+1/7 ds} w W [a(s),tl l--~A (s) . 
Taking limsup on both sides of the above inequality as t --+ c~, we obtain a contradiction to (5). 
This completes the proof. | 
REMARK. Condition (5) in Theorem 1 can be replaced by: for every constant ai > 0, i = 1, 2 
and for all large T > to with a(t) > 2T, 
X 
l imsupw[~-~'T] 
{1+-~(t)jtal f°°A2(s)w,[a(s),T]_~(i[_~,T] ) ds > a2. 
(5') 
In fact, on integrating the second inequality in (7), (n - 1) times from tl to t, we find that there 
exist a constant k2 > 0 and a T1 _> t2 such that 
ro( ),l x <_ k3I [-~-,~1] , for t > T1. (17) 
Using (15) and (17) in (16) and proceeding as in Case III, we arrive at a contradiction. 
In our next result, we shall obtain the oscillatory behavior of equation (E) via comparing it 
with second-order linear ordinary differential equations whose oscillatory character is known. 
THEOREM 2. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold. If for all large T >_ to with a(t) > 2T for t >_ T1 
for some Tx >_ T, 
(r(t)y'(t))' + q(t)Q(t)y(t) = 0 (18) 
is oscillatory, where r(t) = (2/a'(t)w* [a(t), T]), and 
C is any positive constant, 
Q(t) = 1,  
re(t), 
when 7 > 1, 
when 3' = 1, 
when O < 7 < l, 
(19) 
where 
{ c2A(1-~)/~(t), A(t) > O, for t >_ to, c2 is any positive constant, 
re ( t )  = or  
c3I~-l [ a(~t)'T] J c3 is any positive constant, 
then (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t _> to _> 0. As in Theorem 1, 
we find that (6) holds for t _> tl, (7) holds for t _> t2 and (10) holds for t _> t3. We define a 
function W by 
W(t) = Ln-tx(t) for t > t3. 
' 
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Then for t >__ t3, we have 
Ln_lx(t)x'(a(t)/2)a'(t)/2 p~ W'(t) - F(t,x(g(t))) + = f(t) + W2(t), (20) 
x(o(t)12) x2(o(t)12) 
where 
f(t) = F(t,x(g(t))) and p(t)= Ln- lx(t)  
x(a(t)/2) x'(a(t)/2)a'(t)/2" (21) 
The Riccati equation (20) has a solution on [t3, oo). It is well known that this is equivalent to 
the nonoscillation of the linear second-order quation 
(p(t)u'(t))' + f(t)u(t) = 0. (22) 
Using (1) and (10) in (21), we obtain 
2Ln-lx(t) 
p(t) = a'(t)x'(cr(t)/2) 
and 
F(t,x(g(t))) 
y( t )= z(a(t)/2) 
We consider the following three cases. 
2 
< = r(t), t >_ t3 
a'(t)w* [a(t), T] 
t>t3 .  
CASE I. Let "I, > 1. From (7), it follows that 
x "~-1 >k  1 , fo r t>ta .  
CASE II. Let 7 = 1. Then xT-l(a(t)/2) = 1 for all t _> t3. 
CASE III. Let 0 < 7 < 1. From (17), it follows that 
X "f-1 ~__ k'~-lI "~-1 [--~-,t l ]  , for t > ta 
or else (15) holds. 
Thus, an application of the Sturm-Picone comparison theorem (see [16,17]) to equation (22) 
yields the nonoscillation of the second-order linear differential equation 
(r(t)u~(t) ) ~ + q(t)Q(t)u(t) = O, 
where { k~-l, when ~, > 1, Q(t) --- 1, when ~/= 1, 
or when 0 < < 1 
This contradicts the hypothesis that equation (18) is oscillatory. Hence, our proof is complete. | 
The following new results for the oscillation of equation (E) are immediate consequences of our 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 in [18] and Theorem 1 in [19]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold and assume that there exists a differentiable 
function p : [to, oo) --* (0, oo) such that 
t{  2a'(s)p(s)w*[a(s),T] P'2(s) } oc, (23) limsup f _ p(s)Q(s)q(s) - ds = 
t--*oo J to 
for all large T >_ to with a(t) > 2T, t >_ T1 >_ T and the function Q(t) is defined by (19). Then 
equation (E) is oscillatory. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold and for all large T > to with a(t) > 2T for 
t>T I>T,  
l iminf (ft°°q(s)Q(s)ds) ( f t l  ~w*[a(s ) ,T ]ds )  > 1, (24) 
where the function Q(t) is defined in (19). Then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
REMARK. Corollary 1 with 3' = 1, Theorem 1 in [4] and Theorem 5 in [6] with e(t) = 0 and 
G(x) = 1 are the same. Moreover, Corollary 1 can also be applied to superlinear (3' > 1) and 
sublinear (0 < 7 < 1) equations of type (E). 
In the following result, we shall reduce the problem of oscillation of (E) to the problem of 
oscillation of first-order delay equation. 
THEOREM 3. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold. If for every large T > to with a(t) > 2T for t > T1 
for some T1 :> T, the equation 
y' (t) + q(t)w~[a(t), T][y(a(t) [ ~ sgn y(a(t) = 0 (25) 
is oscillatory, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t > to _> 0. As in Theorem 1, 
we obtain (6) which is satisfied for t > tl. By Lemma 2, there exists a t2 ~ tl with a(t) > 2tl 
for t > t~ and 
x(a(t)) > w[a(t), tl]Ln-lX(a(t)), for t _> t2. (26) 
Using (1) and (26) in (E), we get 
u'(t) + < o, for t > t2, (27) 
where u(t) = Ln-lx(t), t ~ t2. 
Integrating (27) from t2 ~ t ~ ~1 and letting ~ --* oo, we obtain 
j ~ u(t) > q(s)w~[a(s), tl]u~(6(s)) ds, for t > t2. 
The function u --- Ln- lx is obviously strictly decreasing on [t2, oo). Hence, by Theorem 1 
in [20], we conclude that there exists a positive solution y of (25) with limt-.oo y(t) --- O. This 
contradiction completes the proof. | 
Now we apply the results established in [21,22] to obtain the following oscillation criterion for 
the equation (E). 
COROLLARY 3. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold. If for every large T > to with ~r(t) > T for 
t > T1 for, some T1 >_ T, 
f t 1 lim inf q(s)w[a(s), T] ds > -,  when 7 -- 1 (28) t-~oo J,~(t) e 
and 
oo q(s) w'r [a(s), T] ---- oe, < 3' < 1, ds when 0 
then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
Next, we shall present results for the oscillation of equation (E) when n is odd. 
(29) 
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THEOREM 4. Let condition (1) hold, and 
g( t )<t  and g'(t)>O, fort_>t0,  (30) 
and let the conditions of either Theorems 1, 2, or 3 hold with a(t)/2 in the function w and a(t) 
in the function w* or the function w be replaced by g(t). Moreover, assume that every solution 
of the equation 
(31) 
is oscillatory. Then equation (E) with n odd is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E) and assume that x(t) > 0 for t >_ to >_ 0. By 
Lemma 1, there exists a tl >_ to such that the following two cases are satisfied for t >_ tl: 
(i) Ln- lZ(t)  > O, . . . ,L2x(t)  > O, x'(t) > O, 
(ii) ( -1) iL ix(t)  > O, i = O, 1 , . . . ,n .  
Let (i) hold. By Lemma 2, there exists a t2 >_ tl so that g(t) > tl for t >_ t2 and 
also 
x(g(t)) >_ w[g(t),t l]Ln-lx(g(t)) >_ w[g(t),t l]Ln-lx(t),  for t >_ t2, 
a/(g(t))>_ x l /  (t~\~g_2vj) >_w,[g(t),tl]L,~_lx(g(t))>_w,[g(t),tl]Ln_lX(t), fort>_ t2. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorems 1-3. 
Assume (ii) holds. By Lemma 3, there exists a T1 >_ tl so that 
x(g(t)) > I* (t + g(t)),g(t) Ln_~x for t > - -  > g(t) > T~. (32) 
- 2 2 ' 2 - 
Using (32) in (E), we get 
0 >_ LAx(t) + q(t)x~(g(t)) 
Setting V(t) = Ln- lx(t ) ,  t >_ T1 in this inequality, we obtain 
V' ( t )+q(t )  I* ( t+g(t) ) ,g(t )  V "v <0,  fo r t>T1.  
2 - -  - -  
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. This completes the proof of our theorem. | 
For the oscillatory behavior of all bounded solutions of (E) with n odd, we can easily extract 
the following result from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 4. Let conditions (1) and (30) hold and assume that equation (32) is oscillatory. 
Then every bounded solution of equation (E) with n odd is oscillatory. 
In addition, from Theorem 4 and Corollary 3, we obtain the following result. 
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COROLLARY 5. Let n be odd, conditions (1) and (30) hold, and assume that for all large T with 
g(t) > T for t > T1 for some T1 > T, either 
1 
liminfv(t) > - ,  when 7 = 1, (33) 
t---~o~ e 
where 
or  
where 
} v(t) = min / ( t )q(s)w[g(s) ,T]ds, / i+g(t)) /2q(s)r[(S+g(s)) ,g(s)]ds 
f oo r(s)ds = oo, when 0 < ~/< 1, (34) 
r(t)= min {q(t)w'Y[g(t),T],q(t)(I*[ it ÷ : ( t ) ) ,g ( t ) ] )~}.  
Then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
The following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the odd-order functional differential equation 
Lnx(t) + t (2-~n)~-1 Ix t t > 0 and 0 < 7 -< 1, (35) 
where 
1 
Lox(t) = x(t), LkX(t) = ~ (Lk_lX(t))', k = 1, 2 , . . . ,n ,  
an( t )= l  and ai( t )=t ,  i= l ,2 , . . : ,n -1 .  
Now, for all large T, t > T, 
"-1 
w[t,T] = 2n_i(n 1 - -~-} , 
{ } f~=m~n (e -1 ) ! (n -E -1 ) !  :E=l '3" ' "n -1  ,
and 
1 _ u2)n_ l  
I*[v,u] = 2n_l (n_ 1)!(v 2 v>u>T.  
It is easy to.check that all conditions of Corollary 5 are satisfied, and hence, equation (35) is 
oscillatory for 0 < 7 < 1. 
In the following results, we reduce the oscillatory behavior of the neutral functional differential 
equation (EN) to the oscillatory behavior of functional differential equations of type (E). 
THEOREM 5. Let conditions (1) and (2) hold, 0 < c(t) < A < 1 and r(t) < t for t > to. If the 
equation 
Lnw(t) + (1 - A)Tq(t)Iw(a(t))l ~sgnw(g(t)) = O, n is even (El) 
is oscillatory, then equation (EN ) is oscillatory. 
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THEOREM 6. Let condition (1) hold, 1 < # < c(t) <_ v and T(t) > t for t > to and assume that 
there exists a differentiable function a. : [to, oo) ---* (0, oo) such that a. ( t )  < min{T -1 o g(t), t}, 
a.  ( t ) ~ c~ as t ~ oo and a'. ( t ) > 0 for t > to, where T-l(t) denotes the inverse function oft ( t ) .  
I f  the equation 
# - I'~"Y 
Lnz(t )  + \ - - -~-7  q(t) Iz(a.(t)) l  ~ sgnz(a . ( t ) )  = O, n is even (E2) 
is oscillatory, then equation ( EN ) is oscillatory. 
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for 
t > to _> 0. Definey(t) = x( t )+c( t )x ( ' r ( t ) ) .  Theny(t )  > 0 for t >_ tl for somet l  _> to and 
equation (EN) takes the form 
Lny(t)  + q(t)x'r(g(t)) < O, for t > tl. (36) 
By Lemma 1, there exists a t2 > tl such that y'(t) > 0 for t > t2. Now we have the following 
two cases to consider: 
(I) 0 < c(t) < A < 1 and T(t) < t, and 
(II) 1 <#<_c( t )  <uandT( t )  >t .  
Assume (I) holds, then 
x(t)  = y(t) - c(t)x(T(t))  = y(t) -- c(t)[y(T(t)) -- C(r( t ) )x(r  o T(t))] 
> y(t) -- c(t)y(T(t))  > (1 -- A)y(t), t _> t2. 
(37) 
Next, we assume (II) holds, then 
x(t )  = 
> 
>_ ~#-~ly ('r-l(t)) , 
y ('r-l(t)) -- x ('r-l(t)) 
c(r-l(t)) 
y(T-l(t)) 1 [y(T -10 T-l(t)) 
C (T-l(t)) C(7"-l(t)) (./--1 o T-l(t)) 
y(T-l(t)) y('r -1 o T-l(t)) 
C(T--I(t)) C(T-I(t))C(T -10 T-l(t)) 
for t > t2, 
__ X(T--10__T--l(t))l 
C(T- lOT- I ( t ) ) J  
(38) 
Using (37) and (38) in (36), we obtain 
Lny(t)  + (1 - A)Tq(t)y~(a(t)) <_ O, for t > t2 
and 
Lny( t )+( l z - l~q( t )y~(a . ( t ) )<O,  for t > t2, 
\ #u } 
respectively. But in view of [5,12,14], it follows that the equation (El) (respectively, equa- 
tion (E2)) has an eventually positive solution, which is a contradiction. This completes the 
proof. | 
REMARK. We can apply Theorems 1-3 to equations (El) and (E2) and obtain other new inter- 
esting criteria for the oscillation of (EN). 
Finally, we consider equation (ED) and assume that there exist a continuous function q : 
[to, oo) --~ [13, oo), q(t) is not identically zero for all large t, and positive constants 7 and A such 
that 
H(t ,x ,y )sgnx  > q(t) Ixr ly[ ~, for x ~ 0, t > to. (39) 
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Also, we assume 
h( t )<t  and h'(t)>O, fo r t>t0 .  (40) 
In the following theorem, we give a sufficient condition for the oscillation of equation (ED) via 
comparing it with equations 
Lnw(t) + c (al(h(t))ht(t)) ~ q(t)[w(g(t))[ ~ sgnw(g(t)) = 0 
and 
where 
Mmz(t) + C (al (h(t))h'(t)) ~ q(t)[z(h(t))[~ sgn z(g(t)) = O, 
(E3) 
(E4) 
re=n- l ,  
1 
Moz(t) = z(t), Mkz(k) = (Mk_ lz ( t ) ) ' ,  k = 1, 2, . . .  , m,  
bk(t) = ak+l(t), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1, and c and C are any positive constants. 
THEOREM 7. Let conditions (2), (39), and (40) hold. I f  for every c > 0, (E3) is oscillatory, and 
for every C > O, every bounded solution of (E4) is oscillatory, then equation (ED) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (Eo), say x(t) > 0 for t > to ~ 0. By Lemma 1, 
there exists a tl >_ to such that the following two cases hold for t _> tl: 
(i) Ln_lx(t) > 0, . . .  ,L2x(t) ~> 0 and x'(t) > O, 
(ii) Ln- lx(t)  > 0 , . . . ,  L2x(t) < 0 and xt(t) > O. 
Assume (i) holds. We note that the function Llx(t) is increasing for t > tl. There exist a t2 _> tl 
and a constant Cl > 0 such that 
dx(h(t ) )  = x'(h(t))h'(t) = al(h(t))h'(t)Llx(h(t)) >_ clal(h(t))h'(t), t >_ t2. (41) 
Using (39) and (41) in (ED), we obtain 
Lnx(t) + c~1 (al(h(t))h'(t)) ~ q(t)(x(g(t))) ~ <_ O, for t _> t2. 
But in view of [5,12,14], it follows that the equation 
Lnx(t) + c~ (al(h(t))h'(t)) ~ q(t)(x(g(t))) ~ = 0, for t ~ t2 
has a positive nonoscillatory solution, which is a contradiction. 
Next, assume (ii) holds. Since x(t) is an increasing function for t > tl, there exist a T2 _> T1 
and a constant c2 > 0 such that 
x(g(t)) >_ c2, for t _> T2. (42) 
Using (39) and (42) in (ED), we find 
Lnx(t) + c~q(t) x(h(t)) <_ O, for t > T2 
or  
nnx(t) + c~q(t) (al(h(t))h'(t)) ~ (Ltx(h(t))) ~ <_ O, for t ~ T2. 
Setting v(t) = Llx(t) for t _> T2, we obtain 
Mmv(t) + c~q(t) (at(h(t))h'(t)) ~ (v(h(t))) ~ <_ O, for t _> T2. 
Clearly v(t) is a positive and decreasing function for t __ T2. Applying Corollary 1 in [20], we see 
that the equation 
Mmv(t) + c~q(t) (al(h(t))h'(t)) ~ (v(h(t))) ~ = O, t >_ T2 
has a bounded, eventually positive and decreasing solution, which is a contradiction. This com- 
pletes the proof. | 
The following two corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 7 together with Theo- 
rems 2 and 3 and Corollary 4. These corollaries in fact extend and unify earlier esults established 
in [9,10]. 
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COROLLARY 6. Let conditions (2), (39), and (40) hold, and assume that for all large T > to with 
cr(t) > T for t > T1 for some T1 >_ T, the equation 
(r(t)y'(t))' + q(t) (al(h(t))h'(t)) ~ Q*(t)y(t) = 0 
is oscillatory, where the function r(t) is the same as in (18), and 
Cl, c 1 is any positive constant, 
Q* (t) = c:, c2 is any positive constant, 
c3IT-l [@,T]  ,c3 is any positive constant, 
i f7  > 1, 
if 7 = 1, 
i f0<~/< 1. 
Moreover, assume that for every positive constant C, the equation 
z~(t) +Ci** [(t +:(t)) ,h(t)]  (al(h(t))h~(t))Xq(t) z ( t  +h(t ) )asgnz  ( t  ~h( t ) )  
is oscillatory, where 
/: )i" i" I**[V,U] = a2(82 a3(s3) ' "  an-l(Sn-1) dSn-l"" ds2. 2 n-2 
= 0 (43) 
Then equation (ED ) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 7. Let conditions (2), (39), and (40) hold and assume that for every positive con- 
stants c and C and all large T with a(t) > T for t > T1 for some T1 >_ T equation (43) is 
oscillatory, and the equation 
y'(t) + c (ax (h(t))h'(t)) ~ win(t), T]q(t)Ly(a(t))l "Ysgn y(a(t)) = 0 
is oscillatory. Then equation ( ED ) is oscillatory. 
The following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the damped functional differential equation 
Lnx(t)+q(t) ,x(t+sint) ,  "r dx (2)  ~sgnx( t+s int )=O,  t>0,  (44) 
where the differential operator L,~ is the same as in (35), n is even, 3, and A are positive constants, 
and q : [to, co) ~ (0, co) is continuous. For all large T and t >_ T, we define the functions w 
and I* aS in Example 1. And, 
also 
t(t2 - T2)n-2 
wl[t,T] = rn~n 2n_2(n - -~ ' ) (n - -~- l - ) ! (g -  2)! : 
w2[t, s] = s(t2 - s2)~-2 
2'~-2(n - 2)!' t > s > T; 
wa[t, r] = t(t2 - T2)n-2 (t2 - T2)'~-1 
2•-2(n-  2)! ; I[t,T] = 2n_2(n_ 1)]' 
(73 2 -- u2)n -2  
I * * [v ,u ]  = 2'~-~(n- 2)!' 
g = 3 ,5 , . . . ,n  - 3} ; 
v>u>T.  
Now, we let T = 1 and T1 = 3, a(t) = t - 1 and h(t) = t/2. Then 
t2n-3 ( 4t2~ n-2 
w*[t, 1] = 2a~_-~(n-_2) ! 1 -  T2 j , t>3.  
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Hence, all conditions of Corollaries 2 and 6 are satisfied if 
q(t) = 
1 
min {t (3-2n)A-l, t(2_2nh_l+c-~} , if 0 < y < 1 and 0 < X < 1, - 
min { t(3-2TZ)X-1, tl-PT%+E-X} 
7 ify>landO<X<l, 
for t 2 1 and for some E > 0, and hence, equation (44) is oscillatory. 
RE/MARKS. Results of this paper can be extended to forced functional differential equations of 
the type 
J%N + JYt, z(g(t))) = f(t), (Ef) 
where the operator L,, the functions F and g are defined as in equation (E), f : [to, 00) + W is con- 
tinuous and satisfies the following condition: there exists a differentiable function 11 : [to, m) -+ P 
such that Lq(t) = f(t), q(t) is ‘oscillatory, and q(t) satisfies either one of the following: 
(i) q(t) is periodic, 
(ii) q(t) + 0 as t + cm, 
(iii) q(t) is bounded, 
(iv) there exist two sequences {sn} and {s*} such that limn.+oo sn = 0;) = lim,,, S, and 
I = inf{Q(t) : t 2 sn}, q(S,) = sup{q(t) : t 2 &}. 
Results of this paper can be extended to equations of the form 
h(t) + q(V’(~Mt))) = 0, (EE) 
where the differential operator L, and the function g are defined as in equation (E), q(t) is as in 
condition (1) and f : R + JR is continuous. lkther, as in [6, Lemma 31, the function f has the 
following decomposition (f is locally of bounded variation on [a, b] c R): 
f(z) = G(x)H(z), 
where G : (-co, -a~] U [a~, co) = lit,,, + (0, co), (~0 > 0, nondecreasing on (--00, -a~] and 
nonincreasing on [CYO, cm), and H = R,, --f R and nondecreasing on Iw,, . 
It would be interesting to obtain criteria similar to those of presented here to equations of 
type (EN) and (E D w ) h en n is odd and for equations of the form 
Ln4t) - JYt, 4g(t))) = 0, 
Ln(z(t) + cW(dt))) - F(t, 4dt))) = 0, 
and 
L&t) - H t, h(t)), 
> 
= 0, n 2 3. 
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